The Huffington Post Editorial Contacts

Editorial Staff

**Arianna Huffington** - President & Editor-in-Chief

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Arianna Huffington is the chair, president, and editor-in-chief of the Huffington Post Media Group, and author of fourteen books. In May 2005, she launched The Huffington Post, a news and blog site that quickly became one of the most widely-read, linked to, and frequently-cited media brands on the Internet. In 2012, the site won a Pulitzer Prize for national reporting.

**Kate Palmer** - Managing Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

**Katie Nelson** - National Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

**Whitney Snyder** - Executive Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

**Howard Fineman** - Global Editorial Director

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

**Danny Shea** - Editorial Director

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Danny Shea is the Editorial Director of The Huffington Post. Previously, he was the Editorial Director of HuffPost Live as well as the site's Media Editor. He is a graduate of Princeton University, where he majored in the Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs.

**Jo Confino** - Executive Editor, Impact & Innovation and Editorial Director, What's Working

Profile | Email | Twitter
**Sam Stein** - Senior Politics Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Sam Stein is the Senior Politics Editor at the Huffington Post, based in Washington, D.C. Previously he has worked for Newsweek magazine, the New York Daily News and the investigative journalism group Center for Public Integrity. He has a masters from the Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism and is a graduate of Dartmouth College.

**Amanda Terkel** - Managing Politics Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Amanda Terkel is a Senior Political Reporter and Politics Managing Editor at The Huffington Post. Previously, Amanda served as Deputy Research Director at the Center for American Progress and the Managing Editor of ThinkProgress.org. She is a graduate of Colgate University. Sign up for her newsletter, Piping Hot Truth, here.

**Lance Gould** - Executive Editor, Special Projects

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Lance Gould is the Executive Special Projects Editor of The Huffington Post. He was formerly the editor of The Boston Phoenix, the deputy managing editor of the New York Daily News, and the editor of Spy magazine (the "unfunny years").

**Nicholas Sabloff** - Executive Editor, International

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Nicholas Sabloff is the Executive International Editor at the Huffington Post. He has previously served as World Editor and as an Associate News Editor. He is a graduate of Wesleyan University and the Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism.

**Rachel Morris** - Executive Editor, HuffPost Highline

Email | Twitter | Portfolio

**Greg Veis** - Executive Editor, HuffPost Highline

Email | Twitter | Portfolio
Nick Baumann - Senior Enterprise Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Nick Baumann is senior enterprise editor at Huffington Post. Previously, he spent seven years as an editor at Mother Jones.

Samantha Storey - Senior News Editor

Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Victor Brand - Standards Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter

Nicholas Graham - Senior News Editor & Director of Video, International

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

David Flumenbaum - Managing Editor, HuffPost Live

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Ben Hallman - Senior Editor for Projects & Investigations

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Ben Hallman is a Senior Editor for Projects & Investigations at The Huffington Post, based in New York. Previously, he was a business and finance reporter at the investigative nonprofit The Center for Public Integrity. He has also written for The American Lawyer and the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.

Cavan Sieczkowski - Senior Editor, News & Analytics

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Gregory Beyer - Deputy Features Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio
Zoe Triska - Senior Editor, Global Content Strategy

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Zoe Triska is the Senior Books Editor at the Huffington Post. She is an ardent lover of grammar, words, literature, and all things literary.

Nick Wing - Senior Viral Editor

Profile | Twitter | Portfolio

Raillan Brooks - Associate Editor, HuffPost Highline

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Raillan Brooks is the associate editor of HuffPost Highline. His work has appeared in The Village Voice, Audubon, Guernica, Next City, and others. He is a graduate of Brown University.

Nicholas Miriello - Senior International Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Nicholas Miriello is the Senior International Editor at The Huffington Post. His writing has appeared in The LA Review of Books, McSweeney’s, CutBank Literary Magazine, Huffington Magazine, Word Riot, and others.

Sara Elkamel - Associate Editor, International

Profile | Email | Twitter

Brian Levin - Senior Editor to Arianna Huffington

Profile | Email

Brian Levin is a Senior Editor at The Huffington Post. He previously served as a New York City Urban Fellow to Chief Digital Officer Rachel Haot. In 2011, he graduated summa cum laude from Yale College where he studied Political Science.

Front Page

Chloe Angyal - Senior Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter
Braden Goyette - Senior Editor
Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Alana Horowitz - Senior Editor
Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Melissa Jeltsen - Senior Editor
Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Kelly Chen - Editor
Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Adam Goldberg - Editor
Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Andrew Hart - Editor
Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Benjamin Hart - Editor
Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Mehreen Kasana - Editor
Email | Twitter

Annum Masroor - Editor
Profile | Email | Twitter

Jade Walker - Editor
Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio
Social Media

Ethan Klapper - Global Social Media Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio


Ethan Fedida - Senior Social Media Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Ethan Fedida is Senior Social Media Editor and Strategic Partnership Manager at The Huffington Post. He started with the Crime and Weird News verticals at HuffPost as social media and vertical editor. He graduated from Vanderbilt University in Nashville, Tennessee and holds a BA in Medicine Health & Society with minors in Sociology and Philosophy. He lives in New York City, and is an avid music fan.

Renee Ernst - Social Media Editor

Email | Twitter

Tiara Chiaramonte - Associate Social Media Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter

Newsdesk

Johanna Barr - Senior Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Johanna Barr is a Senior Editor at The Huffington Post. She has previously worked at WNYC Radio, Talking Points Memo, NBC New York, City & State and The Village Voice, where she served as a research assistant to investigative reporter Wayne Barrett. She graduated with honors from Skidmore College and is currently earning her master's at the Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism.
Robyn Baitcher - News Editor & Deputy Standards Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Ashley Calloway - News Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter

Alexander Eichler - News Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter

Elizabeth Engdahl - News Editor

Profile | Email

Mari Hayman - News Editor

Email | Twitter

Kurt Heine - News Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Irina Ivanova - News Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Grace Maalouf - News Editor

Email | Twitter

Poppie Mphuthing - News Editor

Email | Twitter

Usha Sahay - News Editor

Email | Twitter

Ani Vrabel - News Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio
Politics

Paige Lavender - Senior Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Paige Lavender is a senior politics editor at The Huffington Post and a graduate of West Virginia University.

Jason Linkins - Editor, Eat The Press

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Eliot Nelson - HuffPost Hill Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Mollie Reilly - Deputy Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Mollie Reilly is deputy politics editor at The Huffington Post. Previously, she was an assistant editor at Washingtonian Magazine. She is a graduate of Colgate University and lives in San Francisco.

Sara Bondioli - Deputy Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Sara Bondioli is a deputy politics editor at The Huffington Post's D.C. office. Previously, she was assistant managing editor at Roll Call, a publication that covers Capitol Hill. Sara has also worked at the St. Louis Post-Dispatch and Columbia Missourian.

Mark Blumenthal - Pollster Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Mark Blumenthal is the senior polling editor of the Huffington Post and the founding editor of Pollster.com.

Natalie Jackson - Associate Polling Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter
Ariel Edwards-Levy - Associate Polling Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Janie Velencia - Associate Polling Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter

Ashley Alman - Social Media Editor

Profile | Email

Ashley Alman is social media editor for Politics at The Huffington Post. She graduated from Duke University.

Lauren Weber - The Morning Email Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Igor Bobic - Associate Editor

Profile | Email

Igor Bobic is an associate editor who helps oversee The Huffington Post's coverage of politics and policy in Washington. He previously oversaw breaking news coverage for Talking Points Memo.

Marina Fang - Associate Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Marina Fang is an Associate Politics Editor at The Huffington Post, based in the Washington, DC bureau. She graduated from the University of Chicago.

Amber Ferguson - Associate Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter

Amber Ferguson is the Associate Politics Video Editor at The Huffington Post. She has a Bachelor's degree in History from the University of Maryland.

Samuel Levine - Associate Editor

Email
News

Buck Wolf - Executive Crime & Weird News Editor
Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Steven Hoffer - Senior Editor, Crime & Weird News
Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Gabe Arana - Senior Media Editor
Profile | Email | Twitter

Gabriel Arana is senior media editor at The Huffington Post. His work has appeared in numerous publications including Salon, The Nation, The American Prospect, The New Republic, The Atlantic, Slate, and The Daily Beast. To contact him, visit his website.

Tyler Kingkade - Senior College Editor & Reporter
Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Tyler Kingkade is a Senior Editor and Reporter at The Huffington Post, based in New York, covering higher education and millennials. Prior to this role he covered politics for The Huffington Post and The Iowa Independent, and worked at the National Journal and for the CBS affiliate in Des Moines, Iowa. His work has earned him national recognition by the Society of Professional Journalists, the Associated Collegiate Press, and the University of Georgia.

Eline Gordts - Senior World Editor
Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Eline Gordts is a Senior World Editor at The Huffington Post.

Andy Campbell - Crime & Weird News Editor
Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Hilary Hanson - Crime & Weird News Editor
Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio
Andres Jauregui - Crime & Weird News Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Rebecca Klein - Education Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Arin Greenwood - Animal Welfare Editor

Arin Greenwood is HuffPost's animal welfare editor. Arin is a former lawyer (J.D. from Columbia Law School, member of the New York Bar), life long animal lover, and devoted fan of cats who run for public office.

Catherine Taibi - Deputy Media Editor

Catherine Taibi is a Deputy Media Editor at The Huffington Post. She got her BA in English/Writing from Wesleyan University and has previously worked at HarperCollins Publishers and GolinHarris.

Jenna Amatulli - Associate Crime & Weird News Editor

Jenna Amatulli is an Associate Editor on the Crime/Weird News team for The Huffington Post. A Manhattanite by way of Long Island, she's worked and interned at Vanity Fair, Apple, BULLETT, and Conde Nast Traveler. In addition to her severe oyster addiction, she's a Netflix enthusiast, a red wine drinker, and a voracious reader.

Sebastian Murdock - Associate Crime & Weird News Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter

Associate Editor, Crime and Weird News

Nick Visser - Associate Green Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Nick Visser is the associate green editor at The Huffington Post. He is a graduate of the
University of Washington and his work has appeared in The Seattle Times, The Advocate magazine and on KUOW, Seattle's NPR affiliate.

**Sara Boboltz - Associate Viral Editor**

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Sara Boboltz is an Associate Editor of Viral Content at The Huffington Post. She lives in New York City.

**Molly Bangs - Associate Special Projects Editor**

Email | Twitter

**Blog**

**Stuart Whatley - Executive Blog Editor**

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio


**Bryan Maygers - Managing Blog Editor**

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Bryan Maygers is Managing Blog Editor for The Huffington Post. He is a graduate of the University of Kansas.

**Jordan Turgeon - Senior Lifestyle Blog Editor**

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

**Alexandra Rosario Kelly - Deputy Blog Editor**

Profile | Email

Alexandra Rosario Kelly is a Deputy Blog Editor for The Huffington Post. She is a graduate of New York University with a bachelor's degree in Journalism and Religious Studies. A native of the Bronx, she grew up in the beautiful Hudson River Valley town of Cornwall, New York and currently lives with her chef husband in New York City.
Hayley Miller - Deputy Blog Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter

Hayley Miller has been a blog editor at the Huffington Post since June 2014. Previously, she was a fellow for the HuffPost blog team from December 2013 through May 2014. She interned at GlobalPost in spring 2012, for the Huffington Post Politics team in fall 2011, at the Issam Fares Institute for Public Policy and International Affairs in Beirut in spring 2011, and at Improper Bostonian Magazine in 2010. She is a graduate of Northeastern University in Boston where she studied journalism, Arabic and international affairs.

Sahaj Kohli - Lifestyle Blog Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter

Sahaj Kohli has been a blog editor at HuffPost since March 2014. She is also the founder of A Quarter Life Crisis Blog, a blog for Generation Y. She's an emotional and mental health advocate, a storyteller and a non-believer of coincidences.

Zoe Lintzeris - Lifestyle Blog Editor

Profile | Email

Zoe Lintzeris is the Lifestyle Blog Editor at The Huffington Post. Previously, she was an associate editor for the HuffPost blog team. Before moving to New York, she worked at a PR firm as a personal assistant and assistant account executive in Washington, DC. She also worked for a digital marketing agency, and a boutique advertising firm while living across the pond in London. She received her bachelor's degree from the Philip Merrill College of Journalism at the University of Maryland, College Park.

Angelina Chapin - Blog Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter

Angelina Chapin is a blogs editor at The Huffington Post and a columnist for the Ottawa Citizen. She has written for BuzzFeed, Maclean's and Maisonneuve and worked as a reporter for Canadian Business magazine.

Jolie Doggett - Blog Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter

Jolie A. Doggett is a writer from Virginia living between Washington DC and New York City. Her thoughts, interviews and original reporting have been featured on
Essence.com, NPR, Thought Catalogue, Sister2Sister Magazine, For Harriet, Vision Magazine and more. She is a self-proclaimed expert on Harry Potter and Disney movies. You can find her at the nearest Chipotle.

**Michael Klopman - Blog Editor**

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Associate Editor For Huffington Post Sports.

**Amanda McGowan - Blog Editor**

Profile | Email

**Yasmin Nouh - Blog Editor**

Profile | Email | Twitter

Yasmin Nouh has covered social justice, immigration and diaspora communities for various news outlets. She graduated from the University of California, Irvine in 2010 with a Bachelor of Arts and received her Master's degree from Columbia Journalism School in 2015. She is currently a blog editor for The Huffington Post.

**Gabriela Rivera-Morales - Blog Editor**

Profile | Email

**Alyssa Spatola - Blog Editor**

Profile | Email | Twitter

**Jason St. Angelo - Blog Editor**

Profile | Email | Twitter

Jason St. Angelo is currently a Blog Editor for the Huffington Post. Prior to serving on the blog team, Jason acted as Assistant Editor for HuffPost Sports after spending three years in the PR department for the New York Rangers. In his spare time, Jason plays guitar and wears flannel shirts.
David Freeman is the senior science editor of The Huffington Post in New York City and the host of Science Insider, a weekly radio program on an NPR station in Sharon, CT.

Alexis Kleinman - Deputy Managing Editor, Impact & Innovation

Executive Editor of HuffPost Impact, HuffPost Good News

Alexander Kaufman - Business Editor

Alexander C. Kaufman is a Business Editor on The Huffington Post's business desk. Previously, he worked as a staff reporter at the International Business Times, The Wrap and The Boston Globe.

Catharine Smith - Business Editor
Alexander Howard - Senior Editor, Technology and Society

Profile | Email | Twitter

In May 2015, Alexander B. Howard became the first senior editor for technology and society at The Huffington Post. He is a former research fellow at the Tow Center for Digital Journalism at Columbia University and the Ash Center for Democratic Innovation in Governance at the Harvard Kennedy School. In 2013, Howard founded e-PluribusUnum.org, a blog focused on open government and civic technology.

Jacqueline Howard - Associate Science Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Sally Lauckner - News Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

News Editor of HuffPost Good News and HuffPost Impact.

Jenny Che - Associate Business Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter

Jenny Che is the associate business editor at The Huffington Post. She is a recent graduate of Dartmouth College, and has written for The Wall Street Journal and the New York Daily News.

Cameron Keady - Associate Editor, Good News

Profile | Email | Twitter

Cameron Keady is an Associate Editor for Good News at The Huffington Post.

Kimberly Yam - Associate Editor, Good News

Profile | Email | Twitter

Kimberly is the Associate Editor of Good News at The Huffington Post. She recently graduated from Georgetown University, where she majored in Regional and Comparative Studies. Kimberly is from Saugerties, New York, and has a mild (okay, maybe more than mild) obsession with LOTR.
**Lifestyle**

**Christina Anderson** - Editorial Director, Lifestyle

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Christina Anderson gets paid to look at pretty dresses all day long, or at least that’s what her daughter thinks. Anderson, the Fashion Editor at HuffPost Style, has worked at publications such as Lucky, Jane, Harper's Bazaar and Elle in the past, as well as a brief stint as a first grade teacher in Los Angeles with Teach for America. Anderson lives in Brooklyn with her incredibly patient husband and her two kids.

**Katelyn Mullen** - Managing Lifestyle Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Katelyn Mullen is the Managing Lifestyle Editor at The Huffington Post, exploring the world on a daily basis from the comfort of her desk chair. Previously, she was the editor of the celebrity page where she gained a plethora of knowledge about Hollywood's hottest baby bumps, breakups and breakdowns. She's a graduate of Loyola University in Maryland and would love to one day call London home.

**Kristen Aiken** - Executive Editor, Food and Lifestyle

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

**Rebecca Shapiro** - Senior Lifestyle Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Rebecca Shapiro is a senior lifestyle editor at the Huffington Post. She is formerly the Huffington Post's deputy media editor.

**Janie Campbell** - Senior Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

**Meredith Melnick** - Editorial Director, Healthy Living

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Meredith Melnick is the Editorial Director for HuffPost Healthy Living.

**Ashley Reich** - Senior Editor, Weddings & Divorce
Dana Oliver - Executive Fashion & Beauty Editor

Dana Oliver is the executive fashion and beauty editor at HuffPost Style. She previously worked for Stylelist, VIBE, Glamour.com and the NY City News Service. She loves neon manicures, Rihanna's constantly changing hair, shopping at Zara, all things Michael Jackson and gelato.

Julee Wilson - Senior Fashion & Beauty Editor

Kate Bratskeir - Editor, Healthy Living and Taste

Michelle Persad - Fashion Editor

Michelle Persad, Fashion Editor for HuffPost Style.

Julie Thomson - Food Editor

Alison Spiegel - Lifestyle Editor

Alison Spiegel is a Lifestyle Editor at the Huffington Post. She is a graduate of Middlebury College and is currently a student at the International Culinary Center.

Anna Almendrala - Healthy Living Editor

Anna Almendrala is a Healthy Living editor for the Huffington Post. She was born in Manila, Philippines and grew up in New Zealand and California. She graduated from U.C. Berkeley in 2006 with a double major in Rhetoric and Spanish and has previously worked for Sojourners and Brave New Films. She lives with her husband in Los
Angeles.

**Lindsay Holmes** - Healthy Living Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Lindsay is a Healthy Living Editor at The Huffington Post.

**Erin Schumaker** - Healthy Living Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Lifestyle Blog Editor, The Huffington Post.

**Kelsey Borresen** - Associate Editor, Weddings & Divorce

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

**Brittany Wong** - Associate Editor, Weddings & Divorce

Profile | Email | Twitter

Brittany Wong is the Associate Editor of Huffington Post Divorce.

**Jamie Feldman** - Associate Style Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter

Jamie Feldman is HuffPost Style's Associate Editor. She loves live-tweeting and despises full-priced merchandise.

**Chanel Parks** - Associate Style Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter

Chanel Parks is an Associate Editor at HuffPost Style. Previously, she's written for BuzzFeed, Rookie, Seventeen and Woman's Day. Chanel lives for purple lipstick, weird beauty products and finds that every meal should be accompanied by fries.

**Abigail Williams** - Associate Social Media Editor

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio
Carly Ledbetter - Associate Lifestyle Editor

Carly Ledbetter is a graduate of Elon University, where she played volleyball and annoyed a lot of professors. Now a Huffington Post Associate Lifestyle Editor, she enjoys writing about all of the things that make people happy.

Suzy Strutner - Associate Lifestyle Editor

Suzy Strutner is a UCLA grad and associate editor for Huffington Post Lifestyle. She adores underdone cookies and the way Costa Rican sloths wiggle while their fur's being shaved.

Dean Ornish, M.D. - Medical Editor, Healthy Living

Patricia Fitzgerald - Wellness Editor, Healthy Living

Patricia Fitzgerald is a licensed acupuncturist, certified clinical nutritionist, and a homeopath. She has a Doctorate in Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine, a Master's in Traditional Chinese Medicine, and a Doctorate in Homeopathic Medicine. She is the founder and Medical Director of the Santa Monica Wellness Center and the author of the best-selling, award-winning The Detox Solution: The Missing Link to Radiant Health, Abundant Energy, Ideal Weight, and Peace of Mind. You can learn more at TheDetoxSolution.com. Dr. Fitzgerald is also a volunteer with Los Angeles Animal Services and is dedicated to supporting the animal rescue community in matching homeless pets with loving hearts and homes.

Lloyd I. Sederer - Medical Editor, Mental Health

LLOYD I. SEDERER, M.D., is Medical Director of the New York State Office of Mental Health (OMH), the nation's largest state mental health system. As New York's "Chief Psychiatrist," he provides medical leadership for a $3.6 billion per year mental health system which annually serves over 700,000 people and includes 24 hospitals, 90 clinics, two research institutes, and community services throughout a state of ~ 19 million people. Dr. Sederer is an Adjunct Professor at the Columbia/Mailman School of Public Health. Previously, Dr. Sederer served as the Executive Deputy Commissioner for
Mental Hygiene Services in NYC, the City's "chief psychiatrist". He also has been Medical Director and Executive Vice President of McLean Hospital in Belmont, MA, a Harvard teaching hospital, and Director of the Division of Clinical Services for the American Psychiatric Association.

**Susan J. Blumenthal** - Public Health Editor, Healthy Living

Profile

Rear Admiral Susan J. Blumenthal, M.D., M.P.A. provided distinguished service for over twenty years as a leading national U.S. government health expert and spokesperson. She served as Assistant Surgeon General of the United States, as the first ever Deputy Assistant Secretary for Women's Health, and as Senior Global and E-Health Advisor in the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. She also was a White House advisor on health issues. Dr Blumenthal has served as the top medical advisor to the Secretary of the US Department of Agriculture, and as Chief of the Behavioral Medicine and Basic Prevention Research Branch at the National Institutes of Health. She is currently a Senior Fellow in Health Policy at the New America Foundation, a Clinical Professor at Georgetown and Tufts Schools of Medicine, and Chair of the Global Health Program at the Meridian International Center.

**Voices**

**Noah Michelson** - Executive Editor, Gay Voices & Editorial Director, Voices

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Noah Michelson is the Executive Editor of Gay Voices at The Huffington Post. Noah received his MFA in poetry from New York University, and his poems have been featured in The New Republic, The Best American Erotic Poetry from 1800 to the Present, and other publications. Before joining The Huffington Post, Noah served as Senior Editor at Out magazine, and he has also contributed to Details and Blackbook and served as a commentator on CNN, BBC, Fusion, 'Inside Edition' and Sirius XM, among other outlets.

**Kate Auletta** - Executive Editor, Voices

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Kate Auletta is the Executive Editor, Voices at the Huffington Post.
Jessica Samakow - Managing Editor, Voices

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Jessica Samakow is the Managing Editor for the Huffington Post. She is formally the Associate Editor for HuffPost Parents.

Emma Mustich - Executive Special Projects Editor, Voices

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Emma Mustich is the Executive Special Projects Editor for HuffPost Voices.

Paul Brandeis Raushenbush - Executive Editor, Religion

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Rev. Paul Brandeis Raushenbush is the Executive Religion Editor for the Huffington Post. From 2003-2011, Raushenbush was the Associate Dean of Religious Life and the Chapel at Princeton University. He was the President of the Association Of College and University Religious Affairs (ACURA) from 2009-20011. An ordained American Baptist minister, Rev. Raushenbush speaks and preaches at colleges, churches and institutes around the country including The Chautauqua Institute, the Center for American Progress, the New America Foundation and the Aspen Institute. Raushenbush is regularly invited to offer commentary on issues of religion and society on national television and radio. His current focus is on the interplay between religion and the internet.

Shelley Emling - Senior Editor, Post/50

Profile | Email | Twitter

Shelley Emling is Senior Editor at Huff/Post50. She previously was AOL's Montclair Patch editor and also has served for several years as a foreign correspondent for the Cox Newspaper chain both in Europe and Latin America. Her much-acclaimed book, Marie Curie and Her Daughters: The Private Lives of Science's First Family, was published by Palgrave Macmillan in August 2012. Her previous books include The Fossil Hunter and Your Guide to Retiring to Mexico, Costa Rica and Beyond. Emling has written for the New York Times, USA Today, Fortune, The Wall Street Journal, The Times of London and The Christian Science Monitor.
Emma Gray - Executive Editor, Women

Emma Gray is the Executive Editor of HuffPost Women. She also loves brunch and is a graduate of McGill University in Montreal.

Alanna Vagianos - Editor, Women

Alanna Vagianos is an Associate Editor for HuffPost Women. She graduated from Elon University in North Carolina and is a die-hard sneaker head.

Teri D'Angelo - OWN Editor

Theresa D'Angelo is the Projects Director at The Huffington Post. Before this, she was an executive producer at AOL News and has worked for Fox News Channel, MTV News, VH1, Apple, The Prague Post and The Washington Times.

Lilly Workneh - Editor, Black Voices

Carolina Moreno - Editor, Latino Voices

Carolina Moreno is an Editor on The Huffington Post Latino Voices vertical. She's an NYU alumnus with a degree in Journalism, Latin American Studies, and French language. Her interests include Inter-American relations, Latin American politics, and human rights issues on both sides of the canal. In a loving but contradictory relationship with the world, humanity & what connects the two.

Tanisha Ramirez - Editor, Latino Voices

Tanisha is a freelance lifestyle and pop culture blogger. A self-confessed news junkie, Tanisha enjoys utilizing pop culture as a catalyst for discourse, new ideas, change, and of course, entertainment. Tanisha’s work has been featured on Jezebel.com, BeingLatino.us, CosmoforLatinas.com, LatinoRebels.com and ManikMag.com. You can
follow her on Twitter, Facebook or at TanishaLoveRamirez.Wordpress.com.

**Nina Badahur** - Deputy Editor, Women

Profile | Twitter | Portfolio

**Rebecca Adams** - Editor, Voices

Profile | Email | Twitter

Rebecca Adams grew up between New York, California and Texas, where she studied multimedia journalism at The University of Texas at Austin. She now lives in Brooklyn with an Australian and three houseplants perpetually on the verge of death.

**Amanda Duberman** - Senior Editor, Voices

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio

Amanda Duberman is the News Editor of HuffPost Women. She was formerly a Blog Editor for The Huffington Post. She attended Barnard College.

**Brennan Williams** - Pop Culture Editor, Black Voices

Profile | Email

**Curtis Wong** - Senior Editor, Gay Voices

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio


**JamesMichael Nichols** - Deputy Editor, Gay Voices

Profile | Twitter | Portfolio

JamesMichael Nichols is the Deputy Editor for HuffPost Gay Voices.

**Yagana Shah** - Associate Editor, Post/50

Profile | Email | Twitter | Portfolio
Yagana Shah is Huff/Post50’s associate editor. She received her master's in journalism from the University of Maryland and interned with USA Today. Her interests include health news, bucket lists, and the British royal family.

**Caroline Bologna** - Associate Editor, Parents

[Profile] [Email] [Twitter] [Portfolio]

**Amanda Scherker** - Associate Viral Editor

[Profile] [Twitter]

Amanda Scherker is a recent graduate from Northwestern University. She strives for even-handed journalism and odd-numbered lists. Recreationally, she enjoys high art and cheap wine.

**Antonia Blumberg** - Associate Editor, Religion

[Profile] [Email] [Twitter] [Portfolio]

Antonia Blumberg works for HuffPost Religion covering a range of faith and spirituality topics. She is passionate about interfaith activism and strives to explore the ways in which religion plays out in contemporary media and politics. Antonia graduated from the University of Southern California with a B.A. in Anthropology.

**Carol Kuruvilla** - Associate Editor, Religion

[Profile] [Email] [Twitter] [Portfolio]

Carol Kuruvilla is an Associate Editor of HuffPost Religion. Prior to joining The Huffington Post, Carol was a reporter at the New York Daily News covering a range of topics. She started the Religion beat at the Daily News and continues to pursue her passion for religious issues at HuffPost. Carol graduated from New York University in 2011.
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**Arts** - arts@huffingtonpost.com

**Black Voices** - blackvoices@huffingtonpost.com
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